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This story is about 10 imaginary creatures called Drugosaurs.  You know that the 
dinosaurs like Tyrannosaurus Rex and Brontosaurus became extinct, but no one knows 
why.  

The Drugosaurs also became extinct, but the Drugosaurs’ end is not a mystery.  They 
were very foolish.  They thought they could use bad drugs without getting hurt.

Let’s meet the Drugosaurs!  Take a deep breath; keep your eyes open and your head 
clear.  Prepare to learn what the Drugosaurs didn’t know.  

Don’t take bad drugs!  

WELCOME TO THE LAND OF THE DRUGOSAURS
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Teracracktyl is a flying dinosaur.  But this Teracracktyl used cocaine, a 
very dangerous, bad drug.  The drug made the Teracracktyl crash!  
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Drugs can cause you to forget things and not do well in school.  
The Fryranosaurus’ brain was wrecked by LSD, a bad drug.  
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When you’re running a race, speed can help you win.  But “speed” is also 
the name of a bad drug.  If you take this speed, you can never win.
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The Boozitupicus thought it would be fun to try alcohol.  He learned 
that alcohol will make you very sick.
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The Steroidopterus wanted big muscles so he took bad drugs 
named steroids.  The steroids made him mean and no one would 
play with him.  
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The giant Cannabisaur smoked marijuana.  But marijuana 
hurts your lungs and brain.  Now this Cannabisaur knows that 
marijuana is a bad drug.
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Breathing fumes or gases can be very dangerous to your body’s health.  
This Huffadon is very sick from breathing these bad drugs.
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This Velociraver had fun at parties.  Someone at the 
party gave him bad drugs.  He’s not having fun now.   
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Draw a picture of yourself being happy, healthy, and drug free!
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Connect the dots to reveal the message!  
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